
CAREERS IN GEOTECHNICAL AND 
GEOENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING FOR 
GRADUATES IN CIVIL ENGINEERING OR GEOLOGY

Godalming: 01483 310600   |   London: 020 3096 7567   |   Exeter: 01392 439905   |   Harrogate: 01423 276000   |   Bristol: 01173 736140  

Southampton: 07718 479598   |   Dublin: + 353 (0) 1554 6210

CONTACT US TO REGISTER YOUR INTEREST,  
ASK A QUESTION OR APPLY FOR A POSITION

Please visit cgl-uk.com to register your interest or for an informal discussion contact  
Mio Adam, Human Resources Manager, via email MioneA@cgl-uk.com or call 01483 310600

WORK ON PROJECTS AROUND THE UK AND IRELAND 
FROM CGL’S OFFICES IN EXETER, LONDON, GODALMING, 
HARROGATE, SOUTHAMPTON, KENT OR DUBLIN

There is a great variety of projects to get involved in 
and the support for its people makes CGL a fantastic 
place to work.

Charlotte Rawlins,  
Sandwich Placement Student
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CGL is a growing 
business and 
part of the CTS 
Group will it 
include you?

CGL is a hotbed of talented and capable people working 
together to develop new ideas for innovative ground solutions. 
The lively team of engineers, engineering geologists and 
environmental scientists provides a diversity of approaches 
and pragmatic solutions to meet clients’ needs.

Permanent roles as 
a Geotechnical or a 
Geoenvironmental  
Engineer are available  
at various levels:

– Graduate Engineer

– Engineer

– Senior Engineer

– Chartered Senior Engineer

Temporary Roles and 
internships include:

– Summer Placements

–  Industrial Placements  
within a first degree

–  MSc Placements using  
a CGL project for  
academic study

HOW IT FEELS TO WORK AT CGL BUILD YOUR CAREER AT CGL
“I’ve really enjoyed my time at CGL thus 
far. The work environment is highly 
inclusive, and while you’re assigned a 
buddy on arrival, everyone is always 
happy to provide support as and when 
you need it. The learning curve is fairly 
steep in the first few months, but during 
this time you absorb a huge amount of 
knowledge and are able to learn about 
multiple facets of the business and how it 
operates. You’re never bored!!”

Zoe Hibbert 
Engineer

Staff at CGL are valued highly and the company invests 
in their future – recognised by the company’s  
Investors in People Gold Accreditation

Providing Ground Solutions  –  cgl-uk.com Providing Ground Solutions  –  cgl-uk.com

A strong all round company that is 
focused on providing cost-effective 
solutions for its clients and investing 
in its staff.

Ground Engineering  
Award Judges

Inspiring female talent Winner of the  
WISE CEO Charter Champion Award

Develop your career with CGL, an award-winning geotechnical 
and geoenvironmental consultancy, don’t get lost in the larger 
consultancy firms.

With us you’ll see you career aspirations fulfilled following the 
CGL Training Programme with support provided from a team of 
experienced professionals across our network of offices.

The CGL Career Path is a career-long approach to personal 
development and progression which is unique to the specialist 
construction sector.

Few companies match the levels of support that CGL will give  
you through this process – via training, encouragement and 
sponsorship for higher degrees.

You can choose to become a Chartered Engineer, Chartered 
Geologist, or a Chartered Environmentalist. This has led to a 
steady progression of staff becoming chartered professionals; 
currently 40% of staff.

CGL’s development opportunities go beyond early/mid-career 
professional training as newly chartered staff can join a structured 
management development programme using CGL’s strong links 
with the Chartered Management Institute.

JOIN CGL TO WORK ON LEADING EDGE 
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS AROUND THE UK

CGL’s suite of professional technical 
training programmes offer you 
routes to chartership with:

What has stood out for me since joining CGL is, without sounding 
cliché, the people. Every single member of the team is extremely 
approachable and have always been more than happy to offer me 
help or guidance when I’ve asked. There are also lots of opportunities 
to get involved in a variety of projects… the combination of these 
factors has been fantastic for my development as an engineer”.

William Newton,  
Graduate Engineer
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